Location
Located in Lausanne’s Ouchy district, the Château d’Ouchy is a 4
star superior. It is from the 12th century and constitutes an
important landmark in the Lausanne area thanks to its noble
bearing and its long history.
Nestled on the shores of Lake Geneva, it is gifted with a privileged
view of the Alps. Only 5 minutes away from the city centre by
metro and 40 minutes from the International Airport GenevaCointrin.
A real haven of tranquillity, it is an unmissable destination for those
looking for a stunning residence that is out of the ordinary.

Accommodation
This charming residence houses 50 rooms, each one full of character with a fairy-tale atmosphere combined with
modern comfort and conveniences, including 11 Junior Suites and two Suites with an enchanting castle tower feel.

FACILITIES
Flat-screen television
Free Wi-Fi

Private safe
Air-conditioning

Courtesy products
Refrigerated minibar

Restaurant
Situated on the shores of the Lake Leman, ‘the waterfront’, the
Château d’Ouchy’s restaurant fully takes advantage of its enchanting
surroundings.
In a nautical setting, the restaurant and its terrace are the ideal place to
enjoy Chef Edgar Bovier’s creative cuisine. Using sundrenched
Mediterranean and regional products, his cuisine is sure to impress
even the most discerning taste buds with his surprising fusion of
ingredients.
An ideal menu to choose from at the Château d’Ouchy is the wellbalanced seasonal menu, which includes vegetables from small
independent suppliers, wild fish, farmhouse meats, traditional cheeses
and ice-creams or fruit based desserts.
Capacity: 50 seats
Opening hours: from 12pm to 2pm and from 7pm to 10pm.

Spare bed upon request
Wardrobe (Junior Suites)

Bar
The bar, with its clean architectural style perfectly in line with the
modern furniture, all contained within grey stone walls, plays on
the juxtaposition of grand and refined materials.
The bar’s Lounge, which owes its authentic charm, is available to
hire for your professional and private events. Guests can enjoy
cocktails, aperitifs and quality spirits in this intimate setting.
The Château d’Ouchy has for those who enjoy a good cigar the
choice of three top quality ‘vitolas’: Cohiba, Montecristo and
Partagas Cuban cigars, as well as cigars from the Dominican
Republic.
Opening hours: from 9am to 1am.

Banquet and Conference facilities
The Château d’Ouchy welcomes
you for your meetings and
conferences up to 25 persons in its
private room “La Vinothèque”.
The Château d’Ouchy also offers
you the possibility to celebrate
your wedding in its gardens.

Well-Ness
Plunge into our outside swimming pool in its natural setting
amongst the trees and sheltered from outside view, before
enjoying a moment of pure relaxation in our sauna and hammam.
Access to the Cinq Mondes Spa of the Beau-Rivage Palace with
an additional charge of CHF 25.-: 1 heated indoor and outdoor
pool, sauna and Turkish bath, fitness centre and 9 beauty
treatment rooms, 2 tennis courts and 1 table tennis, playground
for children and outdoor chess game.

Parking
Free
Limited number of spaces

Credit cards
American Express
Dinners Club
Master Card
VISA
JCB

Access plan

Hotel Le Château d’Ouchy
Place du Port
1006 Lausanne
Intl Airport Geneva :
40 min
Lausanne Train Station: 5 min
City Centre :
5 min

Contacts
General Manager
Director of Sales & Marketing
Event team

Yves Chavaillaz
Odile Vogel Reynaud
+41 (0)21 613 33 40

e. y.chavaillaz@brp.ch
e. o.vogel@brp.ch
e. events@brp.ch

